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New Ballistic Elevation Turret for Hunting and Competition
Shooting: Single Turn II-Ballistic
The 3-21x50 Exos and a wide range of our PM II products can now be ordered or upgraded with the
new Single Turn II-Ballistic (ST II-B). The ST II-B is the fastest, most flexible and most precise bullet
drop compensation (BDC) on the market. It enables the shooter to calibrate the turret to the ballistic
of the rifle and to stay on target in any situation.
The ST II-B is the extended version of the Single Turn II (ST II) turret. With the help of six, clearly visible position
indicators (1–6), the operator can easily set-up their own calibrated turret according to the ballistic of the rifle.
The position indicator can be placed at any position on the turret according to the ballistic coefficient. An unique
advantage: it is also possible to use an interchangeable bullet-compensating turret cap which matches the
modified ballistic of the rifle. This is the case when using different types of ammunition, interchangeable barrels
or shooting with nightvision or a silencer.
The position indicators can be individually adjusted to any distance, such as 100 to 600 m/yards. They can be
moved on the outside of the turret and fixed at any position. The quantity of position indicators used can be freely
selected. Additional position indicators can be purchased at any time.
A Mode Lever locks or unlocks the turret. A visual indicator below the turret indicates the ‘locked’ position with
the color red and the ‘unlocked’ position with the color green. The ST II-B turret gives the user the fastest and
most precise turret dialing solution and allows to stay on the target in any situation.

Figure 1: New Single Turn II-Ballistic elevation turret.

Figure 2: ST II-B with removed interchangeable turret cap.

Figure 3: 3-21x50 Exos with ST II-B.

The new Schmidt & Bender Single Turn II-Ballistic will be available immediately.

About Schmidt & Bender
Schmidt & Bender has maintained a long track record as a pioneer in Quality and Precision, as well as Tradition
and Innovation. These are synonyms for a company with a global name for ultra-high-quality riflescopes. We
believe it is only those companies who determine to set themselves challenges that will experience the successful
performance levels that only elite quality development and production can achieve. Time after time, Schmidt &
Bender measures itself against the best in the sector of the industry – and we do so very successfully. The
overarching goal of our design and development work is to achieve our uncompromising quality targets. The
manifest outcome is that we meet the highest standards of quality in all categories of riflescope development:
riflescopes that set new technical standards and precision devices that impressively demonstrate our philosophy,
‘Precision Makes the Difference‘!

Please send us an example copy or a corresponding link if you publish our press release or an article about the
Single Turn II-Ballistic.
On request, we will be happy to provide you with high resolution images. You will find our online press area as
well as the possibility to register for the press mailing list here:
https://www.schmidtundbender.de/en/press/press-releases.html
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